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2 Red Strike playthrough 

P10 – Playtest Scenario 10 Fulda Gap 
 

 

Playthrough GROUND 

Ground movement and combat including missile strikes and CAS (close air support). 

The complete setup pitches from North to South parts of the West-German III Corps, the US V and VII 

Corps against the Soviet 8th Guards Army, 1st Guards Tank Army and the East-German 3rd Army. 

 

No pre-Game turn 1 movement in this playthrough example. 

WP player plans to attack the US 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment in hex 1421. How does this work 

out? Let’s to this step by step. First, consult the SOP (sequence of play), we are starting the First 

Action Stage with the First Movement Phase and the 

First initiative Segment 

The initiative player may move all his ground units in frontline mode, may undertake offensive air 

missions and the reaction player may intercept air units. 

Notes: 

- CAS (close air support) missions have their own segment. Don’t worry about them now. 

- Ground missile units fire their missiles in the Assault segment 
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This means that we can concentrate on moving our ground and Mi-24 Hind units into position… 

How? 
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4 Red Strike playthrough 

Soviet 39th Guards Motorized Division moved from hex 1524 to 1423 (1MP for clear terrain + 1MP for 

small river with pontoon support from 8th Guards Army HQ in range), crosses the IGB (Inner German 

Border) at no extra cost if moving from East to West into hex 1323 (1MP) and moves into 1322 (4MP 

for wooded rough). 

Soviet 79th Tank Division uses the railroads (not railroad movement) from hex 1726 to 1325 (0.5 per 

hex, for a total of 2MP) then moves through 2 clear terrain hexes 1324 and 1423 (1MP each) and 

finally into the Rhön Mountains (4MP). 

East-German 4th motorisierte Schützendivision starts off in hex 1624 and uses railroad to 1622 (2x 

0.5MP), turns south-west into clear hex 1522 but crosses a small river (1MP due to Pontoon support 

from 3rd East-German Army HQ in hex 1828 and in command range) 

The Soviet Divisions are joined by 2 Mi-24 Hind helicopter units. Both starting in 1725, they fly 

overland to reach hexes 1422 + 1322. Helicopter units are not automatically detected by enemy ADN. 

Notes: 

- the Reaction Player could have tried to detect and intercept the Mi-24 units 

- no zones of control (ZOC) in this game 

The situation after WP moved all his frontline units: 
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5 Red Strike playthrough 

First Reaction Segment 

The Reaction player may now move all his ground units in Reserve Mode and initiate 

air missions with air units in offensive mode, which might be intercepted by the 

Initiative player. 

The German 36th Panzerbrigade of 12th Panzerdivision in hex 0922 and the 3rd 

Armored Brigade of the 3rd Armored Division in hex 1419 are in Reserve mode. 

36th Panzerbrigade moves from 0922 to 1021 (1MP), then uses road movement 

through hexes 1122 1222 (2x 0.5MP) and 1223 + 1224 (1MP each) to reach its 

destination hex and reinforce the 12th Panzeraufklärungsbatallion. Flip the Reserve 

marker to its “moved” side and leave it on the Reserve unit. 

3rd Armored Brigade moves straight to Fulda, crossing the Vogelsberg for 4 MP and entering the 

Fulda clear hex for 1 more. Flip the Reserve marker. 

Note: the NATO player could launch offensive air missions. 

 First Combat Phase 

First Reaction CAS Segment 

Reaction player may now launch CAS missions with helicopter units and/or other air 

units in Offensive mode. 

The US 3-227 Helicopter unit takes off to attack the East-German MSD in hex 1522. 

Upon entering hex 1522 the East-German may detect the US unit prior to them using 

their bombardment rating against them. A 1d10 of 6 or less? Nope, a roll of 8 means 

the heli unit can use its bombardment rating of 6 vs the East-Germans. A dr of 5 means 

the MSD takes 1 hit. Flip the unit to its reduced strength side.  

Now the MSD shoots back at the US AH64 helicopters, a dr of 1 or less (number in blue 

box) was needed, but WP player rolled 4. No 

effect. 

As this is a successful CAS mission, put a CAS 

marker on the 4th MSD.  

The heli unit flies to hex 1519 to conclude its CAS 

mission. The counter should show its backside as 

a reminder that it has used up its 1 sortie due to 

taking off from a FOB. 

NATO player does not want to risk attacking the Soviet Divisions with their hight anti-air rating and 1 

successful CAS mission is enough to get a positive combat modifier in the upcoming ground-ground 

combat. 
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Note: the initiative player has not yet declared where ground-ground combat will happen, so it’s a 

guessing game where to send your CAS missions. 

First Initiative CAS Segment 

Initiative player now gets a chance to inflict damage on the US units defending Fulda. 

The 486th OVP is the first to try its luck and penetrates hex 1421. Detection roll of 9. Soviets may 

release their ordnance, bombardment rating 5 and die roll of 3 means 1 hit. NATO player chooses to 

inflict the hit on 3rd Bde. Mark the defenders hex with a CAS marker and flip the 3rd Bde. Now the US 

units get their anti-air shooting. Two units may fire: the 11th Armored with an anti-air rating of 1 and 

the V Corps HQ (as the Fulda hex is in command range) with an anti-air rating of 3: dr 7 and 4, no 

effect. The Soviet helis return to their FOB in 1322. 

First Assault Segment 

The Initiative player declares which combat shall be resolved. Once declared, the combat must be 

resolved, before the attacking player declares the next combat. 

Combat declared markers are provided and may be used on 

defender hex and attackers hexes. 

 

 

 

Once declared, follow this sequence: 

Both players choose secretly the combat formation of each 
concerned hex by placing the appropriate marker on the hex(es) 
Both players reveal simultaneously the marker(s) indicating their 
choice (Exception in advanced rules) 

NATO ➔ deliberate defence for all units in hex (Eligibility: in 
command range of 3rd AD HQ or V Corps HQ and for deliberate => 
be part of the same command hierarchy, V Corps in this case) 

WP ➔ 79th Tank Division in Deliberate Assault (had to be in range 
of 8th Guards Army HQ) 
 
 
 
 
 
Both players pay supply points for combat supply corresponding to the combat formation they chose 
[CFET] If a player is unable to pay the supply points for the chosen combat formation check rule 
[15.5.2] Combat Supply 
NATO ➔ 8 supply points (2 units x 4 SPs), 
WP ➔ 4 supply points 
Reduce supply levels on the General Track 
accordingly 
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players may play a card to get combat benefits [6.3 c] Cards 
 
players may declare use of chemical or nuclear 
weapons and/or missile surface strikes (Reaction 
player must declare first in action stage 1 and 2, 
initiative player in action stage 3) 
WP launches ground missiles on Fulda hex 1421. 
The 11th Missile Brigade in hex 1724 is in range 
(white 10 in black box) and launches is SS1C 
missiles (Scud-B) with conventional warheads (HE) 
on the defending Americans. 
 
The Missile Table informs us, that for a ground unit 
target attacked with HE the probability of a hit is 
43%. We roll 2d10 (one for the tens and the other 
fort he ones); result 81, targets missed. 
 
The missile unit has used one of its 3 shots, it gets 
a -1 missile marker. 
 
Note: flip the -1 missile marker to its -2 after the next shot. After the 3rd shot remove the unit 
counter from the game. 
 
Let’s check combat modifiers! 
 
Combat strength modifiers: 
All units participating in the combat are in supply ➔ no modifier 
Defenders hex is clear terrain ➔ no modifier 
 
Column shifts: 
Defenders combat formation is deliberate defence ➔ 3 column shifts left 
Defender has artillery support from V Corps HQ ➔ 2 column shifts left 
Defender has CAS ➔ 2 column shifts 
No Elite units ➔ no modifier 
Both sides have armored units ➔ no modifier 
 
Die roll modifiers: 
Attacker has artillery support from 8th GA HQ ➔ +3 
Attacker has CAS ➔ +3 
 
Defender gets a total of 7 column shifts 
Attacker gets +6 on the die roll 
 
Defending units total 22 combat strength: 
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Attacking units total 63 combat strength: 

   
 
Ratio is 63/22 = 2.86 ➔ 3 to 1 
7 column shifts to the left due to combat modifiers brings us down to the 1-2 column: 
 

 
 
1d10 = WP rolls a 9, add 6 for a final dr of 10. 
The combat result is 1 hit to defender and attacker each. 
 
Defender (NATO) would like to retreat 1 hex instead of taking 1 hit and retreat on the 
Vogelsberg hex 1420, but units in “deliberate defense” are steadfast and hold the line. 
They never retreat! The mandatory hit is applied to the already flipped 3rd Brigade so 
that the 11th Armored Cavalry Rgt is not flipped to its reduced strength side. The new CS 
of 3rd Bde is now 3, shown by the respective hit marker. 

 
Attacker (WP) takes 1 hit and attributes it to the 4th MSD, marked 
accordingly.  
 
 
 
Both sides have taken the same number of hits: 

- Battles Won marker is not moved 
- No Elite units created 

Remove the CAS and combat formation markers. 
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2nd combat example: 

The Fulda Gap is not yet open, but some 60km north of it, Germans will fight Germans.  

 

 

 

 

 

East-German 11. Motorisierte Schützendivision and the 7. Panzerdivision in hex 1622 

tackle the West-German 5. Panzergrenadierbrigade in hex 1621. 

Combat formations chosen: 

NATO deliberate defense for 4 SPs, WP deliberate assault for 8 supply points. 

 

No missiles this time. 

 

Let’s check combat modifiers! 
 
Combat strength modifiers: 
All units participating in the combat are in supply ➔ no modifier 
Defender’s hex is wooded terrain and the hex side is a small river. As all attacks are across the river 
the defender chooses that terrain as it gives the best modifier to him ➔ defender CS x 1.5 
 
Column shifts: 
Defenders combat formation is deliberate defence ➔ 3 column shifts left 
Defender has artillery support from 2.PzGren Division HQ ➔ 2 column shifts left 
No CAS ➔ no modifier 
No Elite units ➔ no modifier 
Both sides have armored units ➔ no modifier 
 
Die roll modifiers: 
Attacker has artillery support from 3.Armee (GDR) HQ ➔ +3 
No CAS ➔ no modifier 
 
Defender gets a total of 5 column shifts 
Attacker gets +3 on the die roll 
 
Defending units total 5*1.5=7.5, rounds to 8 combat strength: 
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Attacking units total 44 combat strength: 

    
 
Ratio is 44/8 = 5.5 ➔ 6 to 1 
5 column shifts to the left due to combat modifiers brings us down to the +2 column: 
 

 
 
1d10 = WP rolls a 3, add 3 for a final dr of 6. 
The combat result is 0 hits to attacker and 1 hit to defender. 
 
Defender (NATO) units in “deliberate defense” take the mandatory hit. It’s the units 
first hit so it is flipped to its reduced strength side.  
 

Attacker (WP) takes no hits (1 less thant the defender): 
- Move Battles won marker 1 space to the WP side 
- The attacking stack gets elite status, which will give it a 

positive column shift in the next combat 
 

Remove the combat formation markers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transmission ends. 


